Important Announcements

GTIPA will host its annual summit in Berlin on Thursday, September 14, at the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung. Think tanks from all over the world will join to discuss policy challenges and opportunities related to innovation and trade. Registration for the event will begin soon.

The Austrian Economics Center is organizing an event series called “Is the new standard worth striving for?” in cooperation with over 100 leading think tanks and universities visiting several cities across the globe between March and May 2023.

Latest GTIPA Publications

Trade and International Relations

Current geopolitical challenges topped the issues GTIPA members covered over the past month. In terms of collaboration, a Bay Area Council Economic Institute report inspects the innovation and technology performance of India and the U.S., highlighting partnership opportunities. ITIF suggests that the EU’s new cloud cybersecurity regime should focus on good security practices, as the U.S. FedRAMP regime does. The Hinrich Foundation argued that regulation and economic policies on biologics would contribute to more resilient global value chains after COVID-19’s impact on nationalism. I-Com assessed the EU’s health initiatives such as setting up medical IT systems, fostering partnerships, launching a health investment fund, and supporting medical R&D.

As for dependencies on authoritarian regimes, a German Economic...
Institute paper quantified the negative impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine on the German economy. The Austrian Economics Center explored the EU’s LNG supply security emphasizing the conflict between decreasing Russian dependency and meeting climate goals. The Macdonald-Laurier Institute criticized French President Emmanuel Macron for visiting President Xi Jinping in China due to its damage to transatlantic relations.

Domestic Competitiveness Policies

GTIPA members also explored domestic policy opportunities in the U.S., Canada, Europe, and India. In the U.S., ITIF found that large retail companies are more productive than small retailers, which puts the lie to the argument that “big is bad.” The Bay Area Council Economic Institute proposed policies to accelerate broadband Internet deployment in California. In Canada, a Macdonald-Laurier Institute report calls for better competition policies to protect Canada’s business sector. The C.D. Howe Institute investigated Canada’s competition policies and suggested consultations with the government to improve law and regulation. In Europe, the German Economic Institute discovered that the digitization of public administration is making almost no progress in Germany despite the Online Access Act. A Competere report explores the tobacco industry’s possibilities for digital transformation to ensure sustainability and productivity. As for Asia, ICRIER analyzed India’s express delivery services industry identifying the key barriers while making recommendations on how to succeed.

Sustainable and Emerging Technologies

GTIPA members assessed the role of technology and regulation to grow sustainably. ICRIER’s paper covers the progress of clean energy technology adoption in the G20 countries and outlines the next steps to accelerate this process. The C.D. Howe Institute examined the U.S. Inflation Reduction Act’s climate and industry policies and assessed the Canadian government’s response. An I-Com report explains the European net-zero strategy, which includes the reinforcement of critical raw materials’ supply chains and support for hydrogen production. Competere reviewed the EU’s recently introduced regulation surrounding import products that contribute to deforestation outside the EU. The Austrian Economics Center calls for reducing regulation of nuclear and geothermal energy to achieve the energy transition securely.
Recent and Upcoming GTIPA Events

Recent

Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
The Future of Manufacturing and Innovation in Germany and the US
March 29
10:00 AM ET
View webinar

Hinrich Foundation
China Conference: Southeast Asia 2023
March 28-30
9:15 PM ET
Read more

Center for Social and Economic Research
Polish economy in 2023 and beyond: How to fix the housing loan?
March 30
9:00 AM ET
Read more

Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
Lessons From the Rise and Fall of Japan’s Life-Sciences Innovation Ecosystem
April 4
12:00 PM ET
View webinar

European Think Tanks
European Resource Bank Meeting
April 14-16
All-day
Read more
C.D. Howe Institute
Three Chief Economists on the State of Canada’s Economy
April 18
12:30 PM ET
Read more

Macdonald-Laurier Institute
Carbon tech, carbon capture: Turning the CO2 threat into an opportunity
April 20
12:00 PM ET
Register

Center for Social and Economic Research
Perspectives and Policy for Ukraine’s Post-war Economy. What should be done after the Russian aggression is over?
April 25
9:00 AM ET
Register

C.D. Howe Institute
Recalibrating Relations: Canada’s ties with China and the Asia Pacific
April 25
12:30 PM ET
Register

Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
Reviving America’s Hamiltonian Tradition to Win the Economic Competition With China
April 27
8:30 AM ET
Register

Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
The Implications of Japan’s New Economic Security Law
May 11
9:00 AM ET
Register
Information Technology and Innovation Foundation
How to Restore Robust Productivity Growth in Advanced Economies
May 24
12:00 PM ET
Register